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Preface
About the 100% RE
Campaign

Already in September 2014, at the time

experts and practitioners through video

of the UN Climate Summit, achievements

conference calls, face-to-face meetings,

The Global 100% Renewable Energy

were becoming visible. Increasingly

and online consultations. This discussion

campaign (Global 100%RE) is among the

more cities, communities, islands, and

paper is a direct outcome of those

first of global initiatives that advocates

nations around the world are joining the

engagements.

for 100% renewable energy. Global

movement and setting 100% RE targets.

100%RE was founded at the beginning

However, not only are communities

The first key goal of this discussion

of 2013 in San Francisco by 10 inter

and governments proving that 100% RE

paper is to initiate a dialogue on how a

national organisations , it emerged from

is technically feasible and makes good

transition to 100% RE can be a tool

a parliamentary workshop hosted by

economic sense. Also businesses and

for sustainable development by ensuring

the World Future Council in the Danish

corporations are shifting from fossil

wealth redistribution, creation of social

Nordic Folkecenter in October 2012,

resources towards 100% RE. Several

wellbeing and protection of ecosystems.

and following a side-event at COP18 in

faith groups and thought leaders are

The second key goal is to propose a

Doha, Qatar, which was hosted by the

also calling for 100% RE globally.

framework able to guide policy makers

About this report

100% RE in local governments. For this

1

REN Alliance.
Global 100% RE connects the dispersed
dots of renewable energy advocates and
builds a global alliance to confirm that
being powered by 100% sustainable
renewable energy is both urgent and
achievable. This unique campaign builds
on initiatives already taking place on
national, regional and local levels, and
sets the global discourse on renewable
energy towards 100% RE as the new
normal. Since its establishment, the goal
of Global 100%RE has been to initiate
dialogue, build capacity, and educate
policy makers on the benefits of 100%
RE based on the ever increasing number
of case studies from around the world.

in developing roadmaps to achieve
purpose this paper outlines some

While the 100% RE movement gains

building blocks to create the first global

momentum, new questions arise:

100% RE label for local governments

What does 100% RE actually mean?

which will offer a first standardized

How do we measure success? And, how

framework to measure and assess

do we ensure that the transition to

progress in this field. Parallel to the

100% RE is an instrument towards

creation of this label, a global network

wealth redistribution, creation of social

of 100% RE regions and cities has

wellbeing and the protection of our

been launched to bring together local

ecosystems?

governments committed to these
criteria and to lead by example.

To address these questions, members of
the Global 100% RE campaign initiated
a consultation process to develop quality
criteria that help guide policy-makers on
how to take on the transition towards
100% RE. Starting in November 2014, this

1 Climate Alliance, deENet, Fraunhofer ISE, International Geothermal
Association (IGA), Institute for Sustainable Energy Policy (ISEP), World
Bioenergy Association (WBA), World Council for Renewable Energy
(WCRE), World Future Council (WFC), World Wind Energy Association
(WWEA), Renewables 100 Policy Institute

process seeks expertise and first-hand
feedback from local governments,
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1.

Introduction
The energy market is undergoing

Hundreds of cities, regions, and com

local governments, but also for national

menting energy efficiency measures1.

far-reaching structural changes, shifting

munities around the globe have set

governments and regional or trans

As most renewable energies are driven

away from fossil resources towards

100% RE targets and are beginning the

national organizations if the necessary

by local conditions, their technologies

renewable energy; each year more

journey towards a fossil and nuclear-free

global energy transition is to be achieved.

unfold largely with local and regional

100% RE: The biggest
transformation since the
industrial revolution

embrace this opportunity to extend

renewable electricity capacity is added

society. All over the Americas, Europe,

than coal, natural gas, nuclear and oil

Africa, Asia, and Oceania, jurisdictions

combined. In 2013, 56% of new installed

are demonstrating that transitioning to

power capacity globally was renewable.

100% RE is a political decision and an

Renewable energy technologies have

ethical imperative. Given that the

passed a turning point, providing about

majority of people are living in cities

19% of global final energy consumption

today, and urban areas are responsible

in 2013. The question is no longer

for 70-75% of energy related CO2

whether the world will transition to

emissions and 40-50% of global green-

sustainable energy; rather the question

house gas (GHG) emissions, this energy

is how long will the transition take and

transition is an encouraging trend.

benefits. Therefore, local governments

Converting our energy system is about
more than replacing fossil resources
with renewable sources. It is not about
fueling the same system with different
resources as this would neither lead us
to more equal wealth distribution, and
social wellbeing, nor keep the planet

how can the transition be carried out
to maximize the benefits today and for

By pioneering this movement, local

future generations.

governments are incubators of regional-

habitable for future generations. Instead,
our societies and economies have to
transform to ensure sustainable, secure,

ly appropriate best practices and
Local governments, in particular, are

policies. Learning from these examples

driving this hopeful transformation.

is therefore valuable not only to other

and affordable access to energy for all.
In that sense, the 100% Renewable
Energy approach can serve as a means
to socioeconomic development and
help create an equitable society.
Looking at pioneering cities, regions, and
communities that are striving towards, or

their scope of action on cross-cutting
environmental, social, and economic
challenges.
The true transformation starts in the
fundamental way our energy system is
structured, and with it comes a struggle
as power and profits shift hands from
the few to the many. Our current
fossil-nuclear resource-based energy
system is generally characterized by
centralized infrastructures where a) the
fuel is transported to the power plant
and b) energy production and distribution
are controlled by the same entity. The
supply chain is vertical, plus the benefits
are shared only among a few stakeholders. In this necessary transformation
towards 100% renewable energy, this is
changing.

have achieved, 100% Renewable Energy,
their motivations clearly derive from the
opportunities for local development and
socioeconomic value creation. Local
governments are motivated by the idea
of independence from finite, polluting
energy resources, towards the benefits
of local development of RE and imple-

Source: Go100re.net/map
map designed by Freepik

Introduction
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1 100% RES Communities (2015). Steps towards 100% Renewable Energy at local level in Europe. Final Report. Retrieved from (20.08.2015): 
100-RES-COMMUNITIES_Final_Publishable_Report.pdf

Most renewable energies offer opportunities for a more decentralized way of
energy production and consumption,
embody a horizontal supply chain, and
require innovation in infrastructure
and energy markets. New actors and
stakeholders, including citizens, farmers,
Independent Power Producers (IPP)
and small businesses, are entering the
system, they are claiming ownership
rights, and making direct impacts. New
ownership models are required and
are being developed as different
stakeholders become directly involved
in the transformation.
Similar to the transformations in tele
communications and computer
industries in recent decades, a true
energy transformation towards 100%
renewables must ensure wide
participation by all stakeholders. Case
studies from around the world show
that community and people-centered
solutions enable societies to transform
the energy production and supply
industry at an appropriate speed and
scale.

Criteria for a sustainable
transformation towards
100% RE

The overarching goal of this
process is: To establish a reasonable
and practicable set of criteria and
indicators that measures and

With the global 100% RE movement

assesses progress by local govern-

gaining momentum, and with ever

ments, from all parts of the world,

more cities, communities, islands, states

in implementing sustainable 100%

and countries joining, there is a need

Renewable Energy strategies. This

for criteria and indicators that allow for

paper outlines the key building blocks

measurement and assessment of

to create the first global 100% RE

policies and implementation, thereby

label for local governments to measure

providing guidance on what a sustain

and assess progress in this field.

able transition to 100% RE entails.
Therefore, this discussion paper pro

Specifically, this discussion paper aims to:

poses a framework which guides policy
1. Provide some thoughts on how a transition to 100% RE can be a tool for

makers in developing roadmaps to
achieve 100% RE in local governments.

sustainable development by ensuring wealth redistribution, creation of social

This document outlines a draft proposal

well-being and the protection of our ecosystems (see Section 2)

for criteria, specifically designed for

2. Evaluate existing assessment tools and criteria (see Section 3)

local governments, which have been

3. Propose a framework which guides policy makers in developing roadmaps to

found necessary in order to achieve
wealth redistribution, creation of social

achieve 100% RE in local governments (see section 4)

wellbeing and the protection of our

4. Provide a first set of criteria for comparing and assessing 100% RE actions in

ecosystems through a 100% RE approach.

cities and regions (see section 4);

Further, it also outlines some open

5. Contribute to the development and dissemination of common tools,

questions and needs for further
consultation.

methods, and measures that support local governments in achieving sustainable
development.

A diverse group of members and
supporters from the Global 100% RE
campaign2 developed this first proposal
in an eight-month consultation process.
The intention of this discussion paper
is now to invite stakeholders from
different sectors, governance levels and
countries to improve upon it.

Introduction

2 Please see all contributors in the beginning of this document.
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2. 100% RE and Sustainable Development:
Links and Synergies
1 Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012). Was ist eine
100ee-Region und wer darf sich so nennen? Informationen zur
Aufnahme und Bewertung. Entwicklungsperspektiven für
nachhaltige 100%-Erneuerbare-Energie-Regionen. deENet (editor).
Arbeitsmaterialien 100EE Nr. 7. Kassel

The evolution of the concept of 100% RE in local governments
Germany was among the first countries that tested and implemented the notion
of 100% RE as a vision and development approach for local governments.
Several developments within the German context worked in favor of the uptake
of 100% RE targets and strategies in German municipalities, regions, and cities1:

2 For more information, please visit www.futurepolicy.org

the largest contributor to GHG
emissions accounting for almost 35% of
global emissions (if energy in transport
is included, 48%). Therefore, most of the
known fossil resource reserves cannot

•• The national legal and political framework; referred to as the German Renewable

be exploited if the global temperature

Energy Act2 or German Feed-in Tariff (FiT) enabled new stakeholders such

rise is to be kept under the 2C safety

as citizens, cooperatives, municipalities as well as small and medium-sized

limit agreed by the world’s nations.

companies to invest in renewable energy technologies and sell renewable

Alternative energy sources are therefore

electricity to utilities. Energy consumers therefore became energy producers

urgently needed. As renewable energy

as the FiT provided the necessary investment security, unleashing private

technologies are market-ready and in

investments and hereby creating a market. This led to technological

Sustainable development is an approach

many places economically competitive

improvements and innovation in energy efficiency and renewable energies.

to development that takes into

with conventional energy sources,

New business models emerged and fostered entrepreneurship.

consideration the physical constraints

governments across the world have

of a planet with finite resources and

initiated far-reaching structural changes

•• The National Climate Protection Initiative, a program of the Federal Environment
Ministry, helped municipalities, businesses, and consumers finance local and
regional renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.

the limited capacity to regenerate. The

in the energy market, scaling up the

sustainability of renewable energy

deployment of renewable energy.

technology is defined by their reliance

•• The dynamic development of decentralized renewable energy projects created

upon infinitely available resources

However, sustainable development does

new responsibilities and tasks for a variety of local decision-makers and regional

that are constant and free to access.

not relate exclusively to environmental

planners. New actors entered the energy market and new business models

By being indefinitely accessible to

issues. It also refers to other key issues

emerged.
•• Municipal and regional energy suppliers saw a new market in renewable energy

humans, renewable resources are by

such as wealth redistribution and

definition sustainable.

creation of social wellbeing. In fact, the

The fight against climate change and

are the three interrelated spheres that

environment, the economy, and society

technologies and a new way to approach their customers.
•• These developments were planted in fertile ground thanks to the work of local

the challenge of creating wealth without

have defined sustainable development

initiatives supporting the United Nations’ Agenda 21, which raised public

greenhouse gas emissions has been

since the UN’s first Earth Summit on

awareness of local sustainable development issues, and a strong anti-nuclear

one of the major drivers for renewable

Sustainable Development in Rio de Janeiro

movement among German citizens.

energy development worldwide.

in 1992.

Scientific research proves that carbon
emissions and pollution from burning

100% RE and Sustainable Development: Links and Synergies
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In line with this cross-cutting definition

fossil resources are the main causes of

of sustainable development, when

climate change. From the IPCC AR5, it

analyzing what drives cities, regions and

is clear that the energy sector is by far

nations to embark on the journey

towards 100% Renewable Energy, many

decent livelihood of the poorest

often social and economic reasons are

communities. Access to sustainable,

in fact the central drivers. Governments,

affordable and reliable energy is a

especially islands, cities and regions

pre-condition for poverty eradication

increasingly scale up renewable energy

and sustainable development.

to harvest opportunities of local
development and socioeconomic value

While case studies from around the

creation. Governments are investing in

world prove this right, there are many

renewables to help reduce their reliance

examples that disregard the elements

on fossil fuel imports and to boost

of ecosystem protection, wealth

energy independence3 . High costs for

redistribution and creation of social

energy imports, subsidies and the risk of

wellbeing related to renewable energy

price volatility often hinder sustainable

investments. A sustainable approach

development. Instead of paying energy

to reach 100% RE is therefore more

bills to external providers, decentralized

than just replacing fossil with renewable

renewable energy allows the money to

sources in today‘s energy system.

stay in the local economy and create

Instead, sustainable 100% RE societies

local demand for jobs. Further, in many

and economies ensure reliable, secure,

cases the tax revenues from renewable

and affordable access to renewable

energy projects can help support vital

energy for all and healthy ecosystems.

public services, especially in rural

In that sense, the 100% RE approach

communities where projects are often

can serve as a means for socioeconomic

located.

development and help create an
equitable society for today’s and future

In countries with an unreliable and

generations.

unequal energy infrastructure, renewable

3 Couture, Toby D. and Anna
Leidreiter (2014). Policy
Handbook. How to achieve
100% Renewable Energy.
World Future Council (editor).

energy increasingly helps to provide

With the international community

stable energy supply to rural areas,

starting to implement the new

especially where communities are off

Post-2015 Development Agenda with

grid and may be more dependent on

the Sustainable Development Goals

solid fuels for energy. Since almost 3

(SDGs) at its heart, this paper

billion people suffer from both erratic or

proposes the following approach to

no access to electricity and reliance on

implement a sustainable 100% RE

inefficient and polluting solid biomass

target:

fuels for cooking, 100% reliable, affordable
and efficiently used renewables are the

The 100% as a number in “100% RE” is

preferred options to ensure a more

intended to capture the whole range of

100% RE and Sustainable Development: Links and Synergies
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energy policy actions taking place within

A 100% RE target is achieved when the

small villages, municipalities, regions,

amount of energy generated from

large cities, prefectures, and regional

renewable energy sources or in some

departments around the globe (referred

cases the imported energy, fully equals

to in this document by the term “local

or exceeds the annual energy consumed.

governments”). It does not refer to any

This may apply to a territory, a sector,

specific technology4 . The concept

or a division.

captures actions that enable a jurisdiction to supply its local energy demand

A sustainable 100% RE approach is a

entirely by renewable sources. Since

territory-wide approach. This means that

there are limits for local or governments

a government – be it a large city that has

to generate energy from renewable

a high energy demands, but little space

energies in a sustainable way, energy

to develop RE, or a small community that

efficiency and saving measures are

is lacking financial and human resources

essential. Moreover, the 100% RE target

to spur its own energy transition – is

includes all energy sectors: electricity,

seeking cooperation with surrounding

heating and cooling, and mobility.

areas. Thus, cooperation shall take place

Covering the local energy demand with

among different units, governments, or

renewables is not interchangeable with

governance levels.

the concept of energy autarky. In fact,
the 100% RE approach emphasizes the

Finally, a sustainable 100% RE approach

necessity for local governments to

should meet the needs of all people,

cooperate in inter-regional exchange of

including the vulnerable and deprived

energy. The principles behind it are

communities. It ensures access to

solidarity and system intelligence. A

affordable, reliable, sustainable, and

local government that is, for example,

modern energy for all. By adopting a

richly endowed with natural resources

decentralized and community-based

and space to develop renewable

approach, 100% RE creates local jobs

energy could export its surplus energy

and helps to keep money circulating

to neighboring local governments. New

within the local economy. Thus, it

business and ownership models may

contributes to wealth redistribution

emerge and new actors can enter the

and creation of social wellbeing.

energy market.

In summary, a sustainable 100% RE

Figure 1: Elements of sustainable energy communities5

approach should therefore be built on
the following elements:
5 Kucharczak, Lioba and Peter Moser (2013). Definition of and criteria for
100% RES Communities. 100% RES Communities Project. Retrieved from
(05.10.2015): www.100-res-communities.eu

4 Ibid. Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012).

100% RE and Sustainable Development: Links and Synergies
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3.

Survey of related Climate and Energy Assessment Tools
This survey investigates the extent to

As there is a large range of existing assessment schemes

The review of these existing assessment tools offers a way of

which existing tools and criteria take

covering local government climate and energy policy efforts,

shaping what (additional) criteria are needed to determine what

renewable energy activities into

this survey is primarily focused on a selection of assessment

a sustainable transition to 100% RE means.

consideration. It analyses the dimensions

tools that were developed by organizations that have been

of the tools to capture a sustainable

involved in the development of this discussion paper. These

Some of these evaluation systems have also already been

transformation to 100% Renewable

tools include:

analysed and compared in greater depth in a study by the

Energy as highlighted in section two.
Besides, it helps identify relevant
elements in existing assessment tools
that the proposed set of 100% RE
criteria builds on. Beyond that, the
survey highlights gaps that the proposed
set of international criteria attempts
to fill.

Institute for Energy and Environmental Research [IFEU] titled,
1. the Climate Cities Benchmark,

“Development of an Assessment and Incentive System for
100%-Renewable-Energy-Regions.”1 The study elaborates on

2. the European Energy Award,

how the evaluation systems differ in the degrees of detail they

3. the German 100% RE-Regions criteria,

provide in describing elements of the processes underlying

4. the European counterparts, 100% RES Communities criteria,
5. the European Cascade-Benchmark,

local climate and energy policy activities (targeting/steering,
structures, supporting measures, implementation, and results).
The study has been taken into account for compiling the survey.

6. the Energy Transformation Index,

However, in contrast to the IFEU-study, this survey will focus on

7. the carbonn® Climate Registry reporting system, as well as
8. the GreenClimateCities program.

general investigative questions:
•• What is the focus in terms of the addressed themes?

The proposed 100% RE criteria of this paper (and eventually
proper indicators) will inform further development of existing
tools as they will provide a framework that can be integrated

•• What kind of information, data and progress is captured?
•• To what extent is a sustainable transformation to 100% RE
reflected in the assessment approach?

into the different tools. Therefore no parallel reporting system
for 100% RE criteria needs to be developed, which avoids
causing additional workload for local governments. By building
on the successes of existing tools, synergies can be used and
efficient implementation of the 100% RE criteria could be
ensured.

1 Hertle, Hans; Gugel, B.; Paar. A., and Schmitt, C. (2014). Entwicklung eines Bewertungsund Anreizsystems für 100%-Erneuerbare-Energien-Regionen. Gutachten zur Klärung der Machbarkeit.
ifeu – Institut für Energie- und Umweltforschung Heidelberg GmbH. Heidelberg.

Survey of related Climate and Energy Assessment Tools
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The Climate Cities Benchmark (CCB) is coordinated by

The European Energy Award (EEA) is a sophisticated, fee-

Climate Alliance for regions and cities to evaluate themselves

based quality management and certification system for cities

in comparison with others in the realm of climate protection

and regions active in energy efficiency and climate protection.

policy. Four sources of information feed into the tool: a factsheet,

To earn the EEA label, at least 50% of the possible points

an activity profile, a greenhouse gas emission inventory, and

must be reached3. The EEA aims to institutionalize and implement

values for a set of indicators2 . The fact sheet gives a brief overview

local activities following a politically binding energy work plan.

of the city’s characteristics and defines the city’s capacities and

For the annual audit, progress is evaluated internally, and every

potentials for activities. The evaluation of the city’s profile

three years an external audit is carried out. The evaluation and

in terms of achievements in climate protection is carried out

monitoring covers six areas: development and spacial planning,

taking into consideration these local circumstances. The activity

municipal buildings and facilities, supply and disposal, mobility,

profile of the CCB covers 26 criteria in four categories – climate

internal organization, and communication and cooperation.

policy, energy, transport, and waste. It considers climate

While several criteria address questions regarding institutionali-

protection a key category for targeting concepts, institutionali

zation, cooperation among local actors and public engagement,

sation of activities, the formulation of action plans, and public

emphasis is placed on the operational level of managing energy,

engagement. The category “energy” covers aspects like motivation

water and waste cycles in an integrated approach.

of staff, role modeling by the city, energy efficiency in buildings,
renewable energies, citizen participation, and cooperation with
local, private actors - all of which are important elements for
an international set of 100% RE criteria. The category “transport”
covers criteria such as transport planning and low carbon
transport, and the category of “waste” considers a city’s activities
in waste reduction and recycling. An additional set of 17
criteria completes the benchmarking system, gathering facts on
the general climate impact of the city. Two criteria showing the
usage of renewable energies for power and heat are included.
This reveals the areas in which the city has achieved significant
progress and which actions should be enforced. To conclude,
energy receives a lot of attention in the CCB given its importance
in implementing activities that serve the overall goal of climate
protection. However, progress towards 100% RE as well as the
dimension of socioeconomic value creation has not been
integrated explicitly in the assessment.

2 Climate Alliance.
„Climate Cities Benchmark“.
Retrieved from (20.08.2015):
www.klimabuendnis.org

Survey of related Climate and Energy Assessment Tools

3 European Energy Award.
European Energy Award.
Retrieved from (20.08.2015):
www.european-energy-award.org
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The idea and concept for German 100%RE-Regions was

The concept and criteria developed by the German 100%RE-

developed through a research and networking project funded

Regions project were partially updated and adapted for all

by the German Federal Environment Ministry (project period:

of Europe during the Intelligent Energy Europe Project “100%

2007-2013). Based on a general definition highlighting key

Renewable Energy Sources [RES] Communities”. 10 European

features of a 100% RE-Region, a catalogue composed of 33

partner countries were involved (Romania, Slovenia, Czech

criteria across five categories was designed to identify and

Republic, Hungary, Italy, France, Belgium, Germany, Austria, and

evaluate regions and cities targeting 100% RE in Germany. The

United Kingdom). The adapted evaluation scheme is comprised

categories are: defining criteria (e.g. surface area); target (e.g.

of 29 criteria at four levels (level of objectives, level of activities,

quality of the target and sectors covered, political resolution);

level of integration, and level of implementation6). In contrast to

action (e.g. public engagement, database for RE, stakeholder

the German predecessor, the European set of criteria highlights

mobilization); status (e.g. current share of RE); and other criteria

a range of aspects of a sustainable development of RE (e.g.

(e.g. awards). Based on a jury’s decision, candidates are

regional economic value creation, sustainable development of

awarded the label during the annual 100% RE-Regions congress

bioenergy, environmental impact assessment of RE projects,

in Kassel, Germany . The 100% RE-Regions label differentiates

social cohesion including affordable energy and energy access).

between “100 RE-Starter-Regions,” “100 RE-Regions,” and “100

There is a criterion called ‘territorial cohesion’ assesses the

4

RE-Urban,” where the emphasis of the 100 RE-Regions label and

extent to which cities and regions, or a number of small

network is on rural areas. To date, 58 districts and 23 regions

municipalities, cooperate and interact to reach the 100% RE

represent the rural candidates in the network, while 62

target. Also, the mobility sector receives more attention having

municipalities and three large cities comprise the group of

three criteria: alternative fuels, behavioral changes, and

urban candidates .

sustainable infrastructure planning.

The 100% RE set of criteria is particularly strong with regards

The European criteria result from a participatory review process

to the level of action and implementation (15 criteria), but does

involving representatives from each partnering country. Further

5

not sufficiently address mobility (one criterion) or energy

insights were generated from a mutual learning (twinning)

efficiency and buildings (one criterion). Considering that the

approach at the case study level. In this way, experienced regions

latter themes represent an important lever for cities and

with Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) from different

regions to influence local energy policy, they deserve greater

countries were matched to generate an overview on the

emphasis in the new set of international 100% RE criteria.

different approaches and drivers that potentially influence the

Also, the consideration of the sustainability impact of a local

implementation of 100% RE in European cities and regions.

100% RE approach within the criteria catalogue offers room
for elaboration. Although the target category consists of only six

4 Ibid. Fischer, Beate and Cord
Hoppenbrock (2012).
5 Institute decentralized
Energy Technologies IdE (2015).
100% Erneuerbare-EnergieRegionen. Retrieved from
(20.08.2015):
100ee-Karte_Liste_Juli_2015.pdf

One major lesson to be learned from this project is that the

criteria, the evaluation system weights this category heavily

nationally or even regionally/ locally prevailing concepts of

(based on the maximum amount of points available to this

sustainable energy are extremely diverse - leading easily to

category compared to others). This derives from the understan-

confusion and dilution about what 100% RE entails. Therefore,

ding that establishing a long-term vision and a binding target

with regards to the international set of criteria for 100% RE,

for 100% RE is considered a key factor for mobilizing a broad

national or regional partner organizations shall provide support

coalition of local supporters.

to local governments to apply the tool.

Survey of related Climate and Energy Assessment Tools
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6 Ibid. Kucharczak, Lioba and
Peter Moser (2013).

The European Project “Cascade - Cities exchanging on local

The Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy (ISE/ISES) has

energy leadership” presents yet another approach, the

developed the Energy Transformation Index (ETI) to

Cascade-Benchmark, to evaluate cities that have formulated

describe the scenario of a country on its way to a sustainable

SEAPs. The project was coordinated by Eurocities and received

energy system through a single number. This is calculated

scientific support by the Wuppertal Institute, Koucky & Partners

with the GDP (in currency), its primary energy consumption (in

and the City of Malmö, Sweden. The tool, focusing on climate

kWh), and the share of renewables within its primary energy

and energy policy, is composed of 25 criteria and was applied to

consumption. The ETI addresses the issue of climate protection

a selection of 19 European cities. The assessment process is

implicitly as 100% RE is associated with near zero emissions

divided into three phases: self-assessment, peer review, and

from the energy sector. Also the improvement of energy

peer visits. This three-phase benchmark covers the following

efficiency supports the reduction of CO2 emissions8 .

areas: energy efficient buildings and districts, renewable
energies and decentralized energy production, and energy in

Apart from the advantage of contributing a transparent,

urban transport systems. In addition, six indicators analyze ‘key

quantitative, and integrated approach to energy and climate

factors’ that significantly influence local energy policy: setting

policy, the ETI has the advantage of putting positive goals – to

targets, strategies and policies, organization and institutionali

increase energy efficiency and the share of renewable energies

zation, participation, information, and financing .

rather than decrease CO2 emissions - into the foreground.

7

With regard to the development of an international set of 100%
While the German 100% RE Regions evaluation system focuses

RE criteria for local governments, at least two aspects need to

on rural areas, the Cascade-Benchmark looks at cities. The

be complemented. The first aspect relates to the need to scale

categories address relevant areas for a given renewable energy

the index to the local government level. Information on

strategy (e.g. energy efficiency, decentralized production, and

local GDP is hardly available or accessible for cities, regions, or

transport). In contrast to other presented tools, the Cascade-

communities. Secondly, the ETI does not help assessing ‘soft’

Benchmark explicitly includes a learning component through

factors (e.g. social acceptance, public awareness and partici

the self-assessment, peer review, and peer visits phases. This

pation), as elements of local and regional value creation of an

was feasible, among other reasons, because the project was

energy transformation, which are of equal importance when

limited to a certain number of cities. Links and synergies

assessing sustainability.

between a 100% RE approach and sustainable development
are not addressed by this benchmark. Furthermore, the
concept of city-hinterland cooperation is not addressed by the
benchmark. Despite this, due to its focus on urban areas, this
tool provides valuable input and learnings for the international
set of 100% RE criteria, which is designed to address both rural
and urban areas.
8 Weber, Eicke (2013).
Der ISE/ISES „Energy
Transformation Index“ (ETI).
Die Entwicklung der Energiewende mit griffigen Zahlen
beschreiben. Retrieved from
(26.08.2015): ise-ises-eti.pdf

7 CASCADE Project (leading
author: City of Malmö) (2012):
„Feedback Report – Peer
review visit Tampere, 18-20
June 2012“.
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carbonn Climate Registry (cCR) is a global reporting platform,

Yet another program developed by ICLEI is the GreenClimate-

developed by ICLEI for measurable, reportable and verifiable

Cities (GCC) program. It provides guidance for the institutionali-

(MRV) local climate action. It enables local governments to

zation and mainstreaming of low-emission technologies and

publicly and regularly report their local climate action developments

practices into urban development policies, plans, and processes.

on a) greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction commitments,

The process is divided into three phases Analyze, Act, and

b) GHG emissions inventories (at the community-scale and for local

Accelerate9. The GCC methodology encourages local govern-

government operations), c) climate mitigation / adaptation actions,

ments to track the performance of their plans and projects

and d) other city data to enable the calculation of sector specific

through the use of indicators specific to their focus. Examples

indicators. The cCR is the world‘s largest database and reporting

of typically used energy indicators include: renewable energy

platform for local governments. Renewable energy data and

generated (kWh/year), primary energy savings (tonnes of oil

information captured so far include: renewable energy targets,

equivalent (toe)/year), GHG emissions avoided (t CO2e/year).

actions or renewable energy policies, programs and projects
(including description, budget, timeline, etc.), and performance

GCC provides valuable learnings for the work on 100% RE at a

information (energy consumption, energy matrix, renewable

global scale as it does not only focus on indicators and evaluation

energy share, and sectorial renewable energy share in electricity,

but also provides a wide range of tools and guidance to support

heat/cool, and transport). The cCR data is processed and

local governments in delivering effective local climate action,

selected indicators are used for periodic reports taken to the

stepbystep. It connects cities in a network to provide knowledge

UNFCCC negotiations.

exchange and capacity building.

The survey shows that the
considered existing climate and
energy assessment tools do
not specifically address 100% RE
at the scope or detail required
of local governments, globally. It
identified gaps in current
100% RE tracking and reporting.

1. Climate Cities Benchmark: 100% RE approach not explicitly integrated, but

The 100% RE criteria are not meant
to replace any of these tools, rather

mentioned as possible target
2. European Energy Award: 100% RE approach not considered
3. German 100% RE-Regions: 100% RE approach explicitly integrated, but primarily
from a rural perspective
4. European 100% RES Communities: 100% RE approach explicitly integrated, but
primarily from a rural perspective
5. European Cascade-Benchmark: 100% RE approach not explicitly addressed
6. Energy Transformation Index: 100% RE approach explicitly addressed via an entirely
quantitative approach, but not in other areas, such as participation and governance
7. carbonn® Climate Registry: 100% RE approach not explicitly addressed
8. GreenClimateCities: 100% RE approach not considered

Survey of related Climate and Energy Assessment Tools

9 ICLEI Local Governments for
Sustainable Development.
GreenClimateCities Program.
A pathway to urban low-carbon
development. Retrieved from
(20.08.2015): www.iclei.org/gcc
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to complement them.

The survey provided a general overview

The different tools evaluate policy

The survey has shown that evaluating

of a number of existing evaluation tools

targets for either rural or urban areas,

and assessing local government action

that assess local government energy

or both. Except the German 100%

that targets a sustainable transition to

and climate activities. Although a more

RE-Regions and the European 100% RES

100% RE requires a rather complex set

in-depth analysis is desirable, it serves

Communities concept and criteria, the

of criteria. As jurisdictions are very

drawing several conclusions about

tools do not consider rural-urban

diverse when addressing all geographical

elements and areas of future cooperation

interlinkages and cooperation. While the

areas around the world, criteria need to

as well as areas and approaches that

German and European 100% RE tools

be adaptable and transferrable to

need further development and consul

are deeply rooted in the concept of

different contexts. At the same time, an

tation to develop a sound set of

100% RE, they do not sufficiently take

international set of criteria that evaluates

international criteria for a sustainable

into account 100% RE strategies

and assesses a sustainable transition

transition to 100% RE (see overview

particularly tailored to large cities. The

to 100% RE must still be simple and

table above).

reason for this is that the majority of

easily accessible. So, collecting data and

members within the 100% RE-community

information should not overstress local

Themes commonly addressed are

represent mostly rural areas, such as

governments’ time and staff resources

transport, energy production and

large districts and regions or smaller

and the result must be comprehensible.

management, energy efficiency and

towns and municipalities. This distribution

energy conservation, waste management,

is inevitable for renewable energies,

The set of 100% RE criteria proposed in

and finance. In addition, the assessment

whose potential is unfolding primarily in

section four of this discussion paper still

tools (with the exception of the ETI) all

rural areas that are richly endowed

contain several gaps, particularly when

emphasize aspects such as institutionali-

with natural resources as well as large

it comes to evaluating the sustainability

zation and structures, target setting,

open spaces that accommodate wind

impact of local governments’ 100% RE

stakeholder and citizen engagement,

and solar farms. Nevertheless, including

strategies and actions. Deciding which

planning, supporting activities, and

cities within a 100% RE strategy is crucial

100% RE criteria to include and which to

monitoring. Only the German 100%

for tackling energy-related sustainability

exclude is a difficult process, which

RE-Regions criteria, the European 100%

challenges that transcend rural and

should go beyond the partners and

RES Communities criteria, and the ETI

urban differentiations. In this respect,

assessment tools surveyed here to

instrument used the concept of 100%

it will be particularly desirable to gather

involve the perspectives of many diverse

RE as the overarching assessment

expertise from the German Federal

experts and practitioners. A number

frame. All instruments support the

Environment Ministry’s ‘Masterplan

of remaining gaps to be addressed in a

measurement and assessment of local

100% Climate Protection’ project designing

participatory process as well as the next

climate action and energy management,

and implementing such cooperation

steps to be taken will be highlighted

but do not sufficiently cover the action’s

scenarios and strategies with cities and

in section 5 of this report.

impact on local sustainable development.

regions in a joint endeavour.

Survey of related Climate and Energy Assessment Tools
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4. A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE
For the purposes of international 100%

German definition of a 100%
RE criteria, 100% RE cities, municipalities, RE Region

The criteria presented below are the

The criteria aim to facilitate policy and

result of a collaborative process that

exchange of know-how among local

and regions are defined as local

started in November 2014 and included

governments globally. They are built on

governments that have set a political
100% RE target. This includes jurisdictions
that have already achieved this target,
as well as those that have adopted
strategies to move towards meeting
100% of their energy demand from
renewable energy sources. Furthermore,
it includes jurisdictions that have
exceeded the 100% RE benchmark and
become exporters of renewable energy
(ICLEI/REN21/ISEP Definition; Global
Status Report on Local Renewable
Energy Policies, 2011).

“A 100% RE local government covers its
energy demand entirely with RE in the
sectors of electricity, heating, cooling,
and mobility. The region is highly energy
efficient and uses regional resources
in a comprehensive way. The energy
supply is ecological, sustainable, safe
and secure, and adds regional value.
Regional players are actively involved,
and the population of the region
widely accepts this form of energy use.
The development process is shaped
by regional key players together with
end users, producers, and practitioners,
leading to a comprehensive energy
supply with RE. To achieve cost reductions
and secure grid stability, they interact
with other 100% RE local governments.
Energy efficiency, sustainable energy
production, and regional activities that
encourage energy conscious behaviour
are integral elements of the local
government’s 100% RE strategy territory.”
(Ibid. Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012). P. 12.)

A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE
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video conference calls, face-to-face

the consolidated knowledge and

meetings, and online consultations, as

experience of a broader range of local

well as drawing on the expertise and

initiatives. Collectively, the 12 criteria

first-hand feedback from local govern-

point towards possible pathways to

ments. The criteria built upon the

100% RE in rural and urban areas and

experience gathered by applying existing

provide guidance on how 100% RE

tools to evaluate local RE and climate

strategies can spur socioeconomic

protection initiatives. Furthermore, the

development, wealth redistribution and

proposed set has been discussed at

creation of social wellbeing. Some of

various roundtables and international

these pathways have been tested

conferences, where feedback was

already, and as such, may no longer

collectedfrom experts and representatives

count as innovations; others have yet

of different local RE initiatives from

to be tested by those who are capable

around the world.

and willing.

Overview on Criteria
Criterion 1 – Implementation status and outcomes
Criterion 2 – 100% RE target
Criterion 3 – Planning & orientation

These criteria aim to guide for local

As the path to a global shift towards

governments and change agents

renewable energy in a sustainable way is

towards crafting their own unique 100%

rather uncharted, the criteria will need

RE visions and strategies according

to be updated through continued

to locally relevant needs, barriers, and

participatory consultation processes and

opportunities.

global policy dialogues. As they have not

The idea is that by using them as

sufficiently broad range of global cases,

Criterion 4 – Institutionalisation

yet been tested with respect to a

Criterion 5 – Local stakeholders’ engagement
Criterion 6 – Renewable energy technologies in use

building blocks for a 100% RE strategy,

they may still be incomplete or inaccurate.

the local government equally ensures

Local governments are therefore invited

ecosystem protection, wealth redistri

to provide feedback on the first proposal.

bution and creation of social wellbeing.
Criterion 7 – Buildings
Criterion 8 – Mobility and Transport
Criterion 9 – Energy efficiency in utility-scale generation
Criterion 10 – Knowledge generation
Criterion 11 – Public engagement
Criterion 12 – Participation in Networks

They are not meant to advocate a

The 12 criteria are structured

one-size-fits-all energy panacea or a

according to three levels:

common policy framework or strategy.

1) implementation (one criterion),

Rather, they represent a selection of

which is mainly quantitatively oriented;

important elements in a sustainable

2) target-setting (one criterion), and

energy transformation that have proven

3) the enabling the framework

useful in implementing 100% RE, step

(ten criteria). Levels 2) and 3) are both

by step in diverse contexts. These may

based on qualitative considerations

be more or less favourable, in terms

at this stage. Depending on the

of political, legal, and economic conditions,

feedback given though the participatory

which is why the criteria are independent

consultation process, some of these

of any specific RE initiatives.

qualitative criteria will be developed
further into quantitatively measurable

The criteria provide advice and a broader

indicators. The order of criteria does not

perspective to enable leapfrogging

suggest any priority nor does it reflect

and inspire local governments to reflect

the importance of the issue tackled.

on what can be done better or differently.
They can help to motivate and build
confidence among local governments in
their transition towards 100% RE.

A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE
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4.1.
Level of implementation
Criterion 1: Implementation status and outcomes
Share of 100% RE: Criterion 1 collects

100% RE strategy. Usually, rural areas

quantitative information on the current

with comparatively abundant space and

status of 100% RE target implementation

natural resources are at an advantage

with respect to a local government’s

in the development of RE as compared

jurisdiction (measured in kWh). It asks

to their urban neighbours. The latter,

for the yearly energy consumption

in contrast, show immense potential for

and its share of RE. Furthermore, it asks

energy savings and energy efficiency

for the annual share of RE in specific

measures due to their dense building

sectors (electricity, heating and cooling,

infrastructure, relatively high civic and

and transportation).

private investment power, and knowhow.

Data being readily available in municipal
or regional energy action plans cannot

Socioeconomic value creation:

through the avoidance of energy imports,

be taken as a global standard. Some

Apart from assessing the status of

to the benefits created for local

related health costs. In this way, this

local governments can retrieve regional

implementation of the 100% RE target

industries, the public authority, citizens,

criterion helps assessing the potential to

money saved by avoiding pollution and

RE data from open source data pools,

with regard to different sectors,

Independent Power Producers (IPP)

improve wealth redistribution and social

from governmental bodies, or from

criterion 1 also considers the socio

and vulnerable populations in terms of

wellbeing.

fee-based software programs. Others

economic value created locally through

revenues, lower energy prices, and

cooperate with citizens and municipal

the transition towards a 100% RE.

or regional energy suppliers to establish

This is anchored in the idea that a

a database. Another strategy is to host

100% RE system should be based upon

`friendly competitions´ that inspire

Questions & comments:
•• “Socioeconomic value creation” is highly relevant for socio-political processes,

features such as ownership over the

municipalities to set higher RE goals than

operation of plants, regional value

their peers.

creation chains, and regional markets.

and it is not only correlated with the share of RE. Should this aspect therefore
rather be turned into a single criterion?

These are important indicators for
Further, data on the surface area and

wealth redistribution. The assessment

the number of inhabitants will be

includes different aspects, ranging

gathered to inform whether the population

from the creation of local jobs (over

density of the territory is considered

and above the additional income

urban or rural. This, in turn, has important

generated for local governments from

implications for a local government’s

RE generation) and money saved

A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE

•• Which indicators are most relevant and valuable to measure local
socioeconomic value creation?
•• How can gender considerations be integrated into the assessment of local
governments’ 100% RE performance?
•• What indicators help measuring wealth redistribution and social wellbeing
catalysed by renewable energy investments?
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Criterion 2: 100% RE target

4.2.
Level of target-setting
While the level of implementation status

Formulating a target that is time-bound

designed to facilitate the coordination

covers municipal facilities or operations.

and measurable is essential to imple-

and organization of activities among

These smaller, project-related actions

menting a comprehensive and coherent

different responsible actors and to

mark a highly important milestone in a

100% RE strategy. A 100% RE goal is

measure performance.

local government’s 100% RE strategy,
suffice to be called a 100% RE approach.

and outcomes considers physical and

fully achieved when the amount of

socioeconomic achievements, the level

energy generated from renewable

To foster the formulation and

of target-setting assesses the political

energy sources in the territory (or

implementation of a 100% RE target,

will at the level of local and regional

brought into it) equals or exceeds

it is recommended that a local

Political obligation to the target:

energy policy making. It considers, in

100% of the annual energy consumed

government creates both, a long-

The outcomes of the 100% RE target

particular the type, scope, and political

within that territory. On the way of

term mission statement as well as

greatly depend on who is actually signing

achieving this, there are different steps.

short and mid-term target concepts

and thereby committing to it. An official

100% RE targets therefore show

and plans2 .

target declaration via decision of a local

obligation of the 100% RE target.

however, considered alone, do not

different levels of detail.

government council states clearly who
Scope of the target: Depending on the

is supporting the target. It is even more

A general mission statement or

local situation, the time horizon chosen

advantageous for the local transition

declaration for 100% RE, for example,

and the sectors covered vary. A local

process, if the council decision is based

often marks the beginning of a societal

government’s 100% RE target can cover

on a large consensus, and if it assigns

dialogue on crafting a common 100% RE

one or more sectors (e.g. electricity,

concrete responsibilities for the imple-

vision. Such a mission statement does

heating and cooling, transportation, and/

mentation of the target3 .

not need to be cast as a concrete

or industry) and can be set for a point in

roadmap. It rather serves as a call for

time in the near or far future (e.g. 2020,

action that gathers and unifies the

2030, 2050). When setting a target, it is

broadest possible, heterogeneous

important to balance the urge to fix an

coalition of stakeholders. It motivates

ambitious political goal against the given

local actors, stimulates ideas, and builds

local conditions. Thus, any 100% target

a common basis of identification. Its

(by sector) should be underpinned with

simplicity helps to communicate the

plausible policy measures2 .

target effectively and to integrate and
combine a set of different issues and

A further aspect is whether the 100% RE

policies within its framework over a long

target is applied community wide, in

period of time .

other words, whether it includes the

1

whole territory of a municipality, city, or

A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE

Equally, a target can include detailed,

region or only the energy used in

measurable energy concepts and

government assets, for instance. The

plans. These target concepts usually

criterion also asks whether the target

1 Benz, Steffen and Ivonne Bonn (2010). Kompass für die Entwicklung
nachhaltiger 100%-Erneuerbare-Energie-Regionen. Orientierungspunkte.
Erfolgsfaktoren. Beispiele. Kassel.

define concrete, funded activities and

includes the total energy purchase of a

2 Ibid. Benz, Steffen and Ivonne Bonn (2010).

assign clear responsibilities. They are

local government or whether it only

3 Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012).
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4.3.
Level of enabling the framework

Questions & comments:
•• How can this criterion be made more objective and measurable? How can we

Experiences with 100% RE local governments show that several

assess the different types of 100% RE targets existing in different jurisdictions

factors are essential, no matter how different the respective

without biaising them?

cases, for a local government to implement a 100% RE target

•• This criterion offers an opportunity to further explore the concept of

successfully. This macro level assessment bundles ten criteria,
which are important to establishing a robust, comprehensi-

´sustainable energy.´ Renewable energy is not necessarily emission free. It can

ve, and coherent policy framework for 100% RE.

also be material intensive; solar PV, for example, requires material inputs,
which requires mining or recuperating materials. How can a political 100% RE

The criteria seek to capture a broad range of political

target reflect this thinking?

instruments and activities conducted by the local

•• We know that energy relates to a variety of pressing issues, including economic

government or other change agents from the private

development and jobs, resilience, social and community fabric/character, social

sector and civil society. To give some examples, an analysis

and environmental justice, public health, etc. It may therefore be useful to

of RE potentials can be commissioned by the local authority,

include the holistic aspect of 100% RE either in one of the existing criteria or

a local energy supplier, an energy cooperative or civil society-led

add in a new criterion. In other words, it needs to be explored, how well a

initiative. Likewise, public engagement activities and energy

community interconnects its work on the energy front with other important and

consulting services could be carried out by the local administra-

pressing community issues. Can this be reflected in a 100% RE target in a

tion, a civil society group or, if present, an energy agency.

measurable way, so it can be assessed by this criterion?

These examples suggest that there is a huge variety in the way

•• How does this criterion differ in different geographical and political areas?

central factors of a 100% RE strategy can be addressed.
There is not one but many blueprints plotted for structuring
a successful 100% RE energy system. We believe that
within this diversity of approaches lies the robustness and
scale of the 100% RE transition1.

1 Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012).

A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE
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Criterion 3 – Planning & Orientation

Characteristics of the 100% RE
strategy
Without having a bold vision of the
future, one cannot take advantage of
the broad range of opportunities that
are available. However, a vision remains
powerless if it is not well-informed of
the particularities of the initial situation
in a local government. Therefore, a
thorough analysis of the given situation
(e.g. the present energy production/mix,
demand, potentials to produce RE and
to save energy/reduce GHG emissions)
is indispensable1.
An initial baseline analysis identifies key
actors and partners in pursuit of 100%
RE; as unique as a local government
is, so too are its citizens and local actors.
Making use of the particular constellation
of individual interests, and competencies
is often at the root of a robust plan for
100% RE.
On top of which, a baseline analysis
highlights major areas of action, providing
a starting point for tracking detailed
measures of the overall 100% RE strategy.

assessment of the initial conditions.

with the energy demand. In contrast,

By comparison, rural areas have at their

Since reaching a 100% RE target is a

100% RE refers to the situation when

disposal relatively large areas to produce

long-term undertaking, it is legitimate

the amount of energy generated from

RE. Sustainable development of this

to improve and adjust the database,

renewable energy sources in the

resource offers investment opportunities

as well as the strategy itself, along the

territory (or brought into it) equals or

for cities and revenue opportunities

way1.

exceeds 100% of its annual energy

for regions to generate and sell the

consumption.

surplus energy they produce. Apart from

Furthermore, analysis of the potential
to save and reduce energy use and

Rural and urban areas face different

and rural areas could interact need to

of the naturally prevailing potential to

challenges and opportunities in an

be explored to achieve a sustainable

develop RE locally is important for

energy transition and in addressing

transition to 100% RE Region.

decision-making. Together, a broad

climate change. Often a closer look

range of decision-makers is charged

at these challenges and opportunities

Cooperation is not only favourable for

with deliberating how much of the

reveals that they complement each

city-region partnerships, but also for

RE that is technically available should

other, unlocking great potential that lies

small villages that otherwise could not

be used; environmental, social, and

in the relationship between cities and

have significant impact on climate

economic concerns are taken into

regions.

account.

protection or producing sustainable
energy. For instance, a village might

Cooperation between city and region,

be too small to produce sufficient RE or

Finally, the decision to build a system

holds advantages for both sides in terms

to establish a balanced mix of RE but

based on renewable energy is made

of sustainable energy development and

could build relationships with neighbou-

with a certain degree of foresight, as a

climate protection. Large cities (charac-

ring villages and achieve 100% RE.

100% RE target is usually a long-term

terized by a dense infrastructure and a

goal; ground-breaking technological and

high population) would not be able to

political changes inevitably take place.

fully meet their energy demands – even
if reduced – by producing their own

Strategic cooperation with
surrounding areas

It also serves as a basis for evaluation

The 100% RE concept is not to be

and monitoring at a later stage. While

confused with the concept of energy

building a comprehensive database

autarky in its narrow sense, which

might involve a lot of financial resources

entails a territory only using renewable

and research – especially in cases where

energy resources within its own

the data is not readily available – even a

boundaries. Electricity, heating and

small database, paired with additional

cooling, and fuels are produced up to

qualitative aspects, can allow for basic

100% within the teritory and balanced

A proposal for a set of criteria for Global 100% RE

this, many other ways in which urban

renewable energy, in the foreseeable
future2 . The available surface area to do
so (on roofs, for example) is limited. Yet,
cities are richly equipped with know-how,

Questions & comments:
•• What are determining factors that
enable city-region cooperation and
how can this be measured and
assessed?
•• How does this criterion differ in

investment capital, and pools of varied

different geographical and political

competencies, all of which are important

areas?

levers in promoting energy efficiency,
energy savings, climate-friendly mobility,
and decentralized energy production.
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1 Ibid. Benz, Steffen and Ivonne Bonn (2010).
2 Hoppenbrock, Cord (2014). Osnabrück: Achieving goals through
cooperation between city and surrounding area. Retrieved from
(20.08.2015): www.tepos.be

Criterion 4 – Institutionalisation
Target-setting alone is not sufficient to

Setting an example: To achieve

General tasks of a coordination platform1:

ensure effective implementation. Targets

progress, a local government politically

•• Coordination and bundling of independent activities

need to be credible and supported by

committed to 100% RE must educate

stable and institutionalized policy and

and engage its own staff to become role

regulatory frameworks. As an energy

models and change agents. Likewise,

transition is a long-term endeavour, it

public buildings could serve as demonst-

needs to be well-rooted within formal

ration projects that promote energy

(e.g. rules and standards) and informal

efficiency and renewable energy

(e.g. round tables, task forces, energy

strategies for buildings. Using public pro-

days) institutional practices. A platform

curement measures is an important

of permanent, efficient organization and

milestone in achieving the target. A

allocation of the necessary resources

further mechanism to demonstrate

•• Focal point for support and exchange
•• Acquisition of funding and subsidies at regional, national, or multinational levels
•• Initialization and possibly implementation of measures and projects
•• Establishment of working groups and similar formats
•• Promotion of the information flow within and beyond local government boundaries
(e.g. energy consultancy, public engagement measures via an official website)

can enable continuity of the transforma-

political commitment and ensure

Questions & comments:

tion and coordination of local actors and

continuity is to allocate funding to

•• How does this criterion differ in different geographical and political areas?

projects. A local authority, an energy

employ personnel, to support working

agency, or a third party association

groups, events, and informal networks

could provide such a platform or testing

that function as breeding grounds for

field. To promote trust, it should be kept

innovation.

•• How can this criterion be made operationalised in terms of indicators that
enablemore objective assessment?
For example, these question could also be asked:

independent of corporate interests and
short-term political trends1.

-- Do local regulations and by-laws require the installation of renewable energy
systems where technically economically feasible?

An institutional process of change is

-- Do local regulations and by-laws provide incentives to the implementation

never easy. It is difficult to decide which

of renewable energy systems (e.g. feed-in tariff, tax exemption, rebates, etc.)?

institutions to build upon and which to
remove and allow new institutions to

-- Are there clear and effective processes for licensing decentralized RE

rise. Nevertheless, involving existing

production at local level (clear and expeditious administrative process, removal

organizations in the energy transition is

of institutional barriers)?

often useful as they bring experience

-- Are there penalty charges for decentralized power generation?

and trust to the process1.

-- Does the local government own/operate or have the mandate to set policy/
performance requirements for the energy utilities that supply the city or region?
-- Does the local government have a mandate to regulate energy efficiency (EE)
or RE measures in private buildings?
-- Does the local government own/operate or have the mandate to set policy/
performance requirements for public transport fleets?

1 Ibid. Benz, Steffen and Ivonne Bonn (2010).
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Criterion 5 – Local stakeholders’ engagement

Criterion 6 – Renewable energy technologies in use

It is not important which actor is

multiple functions ranging from

Criterion 6 seeks for information on

season to season, a smart, concerted

initializing a 100% RE strategy. The first

supporting the strategy, over organizing

RE technologies used in the respective

use of RE technologies is necessary.

impulse could come from the

and steering the process, to contributing,

territory; however, this data is not

Variable RE technologies such as PV and

administration, an energy agency, from

spreading and implementing ideas.

collected for evaluation, as the availability

wind play as important a role for

political parties, the private sector,

Each of these actors will add complexity

of RE resources is location specific.

energy generation as dispatchable RE

a single individual or from civil society

but also strength to the process,

technologies like bioenergy and

to name only a few. It is, however,

bringing in its particular interests, needs,

The design of a renewable energy

hydropower. RE technologies coupled

important to make sure that the broadest

as well as its expertise and skills. The

system strongly depends on the natural

with district heating and cooling (e.g.

possible coalition of actors is included

earlier the different actors are participa-

resources available in a local govern-

geothermal energy) can complement a

in the process. Key actors within a local

ting in the process, the easier it will be

ment’s territory. Which renewable energy

100% RE strategy in regulating variable

government’s territory usually represent

to address and discuss potential conflicts

sources – solar (PV and solar thermal),

loads. New system technologies such

the administration, political parties,

and fears1.

wind, hydro, biomass, and geothermal

as `power-to-heat´ or `power-to-gas´

associations, citizen initiatives, research
bodies, actors from the local economy,

Since a 100% RE strategy is a cross-

energy – should be used and to what

might represent useful elements to

extent is not only a technological concern.

convert electricity generated from

local energy suppliers, agriculture and

sectional endeavour, many areas of life

Politicians, local actors and citizens

renewables into heat or gas for other

forestry representatives, craftsmen, and

of citizens are directly or indirectly

need to deliberate and discuss what sort

energy uses.

banks1. However, this is by no means

affected. Whether it might be general

of RE development is desirable for

a complete list of possible actors and

consumption, nutrition, or mobility,

them taking equally into account economic,

also depends on the local context.

almost all areas of life are related to

social and environmental perspectives.

energy. Therefore, it is essential to
The more diverse the set of actors

mobilize and activate as many citizens

In order to develop a sustainable energy

participating in the 100% RE strategy,

as possible so that they consider this

system that is meeting (or reducing)

the more far-reaching and reliable

process as their own1.

local energy demand, which in itself varies

are the results. The actors can fulfil

throughout the day and week, and from

Questions & comments:

Questions & comments:

•• What are potential tools to ensure local stakeholder commitment and how can

•• It would make sense to include an evaluation criterion focusing on `local´

their impact be measured and assessed?

renewable energy production (independently of the technologies used). For
example, an objective and simple indicator could be: Of the renewable

•• What are the potential indicators for this criterion?

energy consumed within the jurisdiction, what percentage is produced locally?

•• How does this criterion differ in different geographical and political areas?

1 Ibid. Benz, Steffen and Ivonne Bonn (2010).
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Criterion 7 – Buildings

Criterion 8 – Mobility

The building sector is one of the key

incentives for energy efficient appliances,

The transport sector is one of the key

Next to this technological challenge, it is

leverage points when it comes to energy

lighting and energy systems (e.g.

challenges. To date, the share of renewable

equally important to address infrastructure

efficiency improvements and energy

ventilation, heating, cooling, local district

energy plays only a minor role in this

and cultural challenges. One way is to

savings in heating and cooling, and

energy), as well as offering for energy

sector, as appropriate technologies to

develop, improve, and spread concepts

electricity. To enhance energy efficiency

consultancy and training. Innovative loan

replace fossil resources still need to

and strategies that help reduce traffic

and energy savings in the building sector

and other financing programs to

be tested and further developed1. Such

through improved planning that reduces

a range of activities can help raise

complement these supporting activities.

technologies range from electric vehicles

the need for private cars (e.g. by

awareness among private homeowners

A local government’s administration

or electric transportation, hydrogen

inviting car sharing or by investing in a

and businesses representatives and

together with policy makers can imple-

cars, to biogas and biofuel based solutions.

dense, smart public transport system

employees. Such activities include

ment and enforce high energy efficiency

With respect to the latter two, an

that is integrated with dense cycling and

demand side management approaches,

standards, particularly for new buildings.

unsolved challenge is to ensure regional

pedestrian infrastructure).

such as smart metering, providing

It can also help increase the rate

and sustainable fuel sources.

of retrofitting of existing buildings.

Questions & comments:

Questions & comments:

•• How can we measure and assess whether the elements of energy efficiency and

•• How can we measure and assess whether the mobility sector is sustainably

energy savings in buildings are integrated through a 100% RE vision sustainably?

integrated into a 100% RE vision?

•• How can we measure and assess whether the needs of vulnerable groups are

•• Next to asking for the share of RE in the transport sector (criterion 1), a further

met?

indicator to be measured here could be: passengers’ transport modal share
(% public transport, % private vehicles, % non-motorized transport).

•• To measure performance in the building sector the following questions could be
asked:

•• As case studies show, achieving a 100% RE target is easier, if an integrated policy
approach for different policy areas, such as electricity and mobility are developed.

-- Do local legal requirements on buildings’ energy efficiency or use of RE exist?

How can this idea be measured and assessed?

-- Do local public incentives for buildings’ energy efficiency or use of RE exist (e.g.

•• How can we measure and assess whether the transformation of the mobility

legal, financial)?

sector leads to wealth redistribution, social wellbeing and equity?

-- Do voluntary standards for buildings’ energy efficiency exist?
-- Does the local government provide information and technical support for
households and businesses on energy efficiency and/or RE in buildings?
-- Is the market developed well enough to address building retrofitting needs?
-- Is the market developed enough to provide new technologies to increase
energy efficiency of buildings (e.g. energy management, smart metering)
1 Ibid. Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012).
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Criterion 9 – Energy efficiency in utility-scale generation

Criterion 10 – Knowledge generation

Energy efficiency and energy savings

cogeneration, district heating and

Transitioning towards a sustainable

demonstration and pilot projects to

represent the core of a sustainable

cooling, decentralised electricity

100% RE system is an uncharted path.

test an idea, becoming part of a research

100% RE strategy. Prior to considering

generation and smart grids/microgrids,

Thus, it is crucial for any jurisdiction to

alliance, building a training centre or

how much energy can be generated

and the use of industrial waste heat.

promote continuous knowledge

host educational programs, or as ensuring

from renewable energy sources

Besides, non-technological measures

generation in the field of RE and related

a continuous process evaluation and

available on site, it should be assessed

supporting behaviour shifts (e.g. electricity

technologies, but also with respect to

monitoring1.

how the present energy demand can

saving campaigns) and creating a culture

social system innovations. A number of

be reduced significantly. Examples for

of energy saving behaviour, complement

activities can propel cogeneration

strategies to enhance energy efficiency

the strategy at a deeper, cultural

of knowledge between actors from both

and energy savings technologically are

dimension of the desirable system change.

research and practice: hosting

Questions & comments:

Questions & comments:

•• How does this criterion differ between geographical areas?

•• Does this criterion need different indicators for different parts of the world?

•• What are appropriate indicators to measure and assess this? How can we

•• How is this connected to wealth redistribution, equity, and social wellbeing?

measure progress in this field?
•• How can the needs of vulnerable groups be taken into account? In other words,
how can we measure and assess whether this efficient infrastructure benefits
all parts of society?

1 Ibid. Fischer, Beate and Cord Hoppenbrock (2012).
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Criterion 11 – Public engagement

Criterion 12 – Participation in Networks

Without a shift in awareness by the

other local stakeholders might find new

Isolated projects are a “drop in the

of a networking approach. The overall

broader population, far-reaching energy

ways, themes, and projects to connect

ocean”. In contrast, concerted actions of

goal is to propel the learning dynamic

transition processes cannot be launched.

with the overall energy strategy.

many can have strong, far-reaching

and to speed up the transition to

Therefore, citizens need to get involved

Lighthouse projects represent another

results. Therefore, engaging regional,

a desirable energy system. Several

in decision-making processes on the

way to communicate successes as part

national, or international networks

networking platforms, clubs, or similar

100% RE goal and strategy to earn social

of the 100% RE strategy1.

can help local governments to have

activities exist of this goal.

license. Furthermore, information and

greater (political) impact.

consultation has to help make citizens

Since not all citizens can be reached

aware of a moderate usage of energy .

through electronic communications,

At local or regional levels interesting

such networks are plentiful but sometimes

brochures, press articles, and conferences

opportunities can often only be seized

unforeseeable. Becoming part of a

1

The benefits that come of engaging in

A thorough communications network

complement the public engagement

through a common effort. Examples

networking platform can help enhance

(e.g. via newsletters or a website

strategy. Friendly competitions between

might be the waste/heat of an industry

a local government’s visibility. It also

functioning as networking platform)

regions or groups and celebrations to

being used in a local district heating

lends political weight to a common

is necessary to let citizens participate

award the prizes are additional ways to

system, or the development of a wind

vision like 100% RE. Last, but not least,

along the development process.

motivate citizens to become part of a

park1. Beyond local or regional levels,

networks can support jurisdictions

The local government should ensure

100% RE strategy, in a playful way.

further opportunities for networking and

to initiate cooperation with like-minded

that citizens receive regular information

Moreover, target group related activities,

cooperation exist. Exchanging experiences

partners to achieve 100% RE, as

on the objectives, strategies, options for

such as in education and training, help

and know-how with other local

highlighted, for instance through criterion 3.

actions, opportunities for active citizen

to involve children, students, adults, and

governments can enable leapfrogging.

participation, and interim achievements

practionners (e.g. craftsmen, architects,

Sometimes jurisdictions might even

regarding the overall 100% RE strategy.

engineers)1.

decide to cooperate on a particular

This can help to the initialize further

measure. These examples are the target

projects and activities, as citizens and

Questions & comments:

Questions & comments:

•• To what extent does the 100% RE resonate with different segments of the

•• What are factors hindering or enabling successful exchange of know-how and

population (demographically, politically and philosophically speaking)?

building capacity through networks?

•• How does this differ in different parts of the world?

•• What indicators measure and assess local government action in networks and
how do we measure and assess progress in this field?
•• How does this differ in different political contexts?

1 Ibid. Benz, Steffen and Ivonne Bonn (2010).
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applicants scoring 20-40 points, silver,

Implementation (one single criterion)

and those scoring 40-60 points, gold.

is weighed strongest (40%), as this is an

Local governments interested in setting

important focus of the label; Level of

and implementing a 100% RE target

target setting is weighted comparatively

but have not yet launched the process

strong, (one single criterion = 20%)

can apply for “Candidate Status” to

to acknowledge the importance of the

join the network. The overall evaluation
is displayed in a spider chart to visualize

and well-supported financially and

the local government’s performance

gated criterion is weighted weakly).

better, or areas in which the
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5. Setting the stage for 100% RE:
An international dialogue
As the overall goal of this discussion paper is to facilitate an international dialogue
about criteria and global standards for a sustainable transition to 100% RE in local
governments, the 12 criteria should be regarded as a proposal open to feedback
over the next 18 months.
There are at least four questions that remain open for discussion:
•• Are these 12 criteria comprehensive and exhaustive in measuring and assessing
the status and progress towards 100% RE at the local government level?
•• Are these 12 criteria applicable by local governments in differing geographical
areas and political environments?
•• Are these 12 criteria applicable to different sizes of local governments
(metropolitan areas, urban centres/cities, regions/countries, rural towns etc.)?
•• Are these 12 criteria sufficient in accounting for all dimensions of sustainable
development, including social and intergenerational justice, planetary resource
limits and economic prosperity?

Through an inclusive, international, and intercultural consultation process, members
of the Global 100% RE campaign are gathering feedback and building expertise to
answer these questions.

November 2014 – April 2015
Gap analysis and development of
first set of criteria

April 2015 – August 2015

September 2015

• consultation on first set of
criteria among Global 100% RE
members and selected local
government representatives
• Launch of the Global 100% RE
cities and regions network
• Launch of the Global Progress
Panel (GPP)

Publication of the first
discussion paper to expand the
global consultation process

Setting the stage for 100% RE: An international dialogue
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September 2015 –
September 2016
• Consultation process in
inclusive dialogues to improve
the 12 initial criteria to become
the global standard for
100% RE in local governments
• Expand the global 100% RE
cities and regions network
• Implement the Global Progress
Panel

October 2016 – December 2016
• Launch the first Global 100% RE
label for local governments
• Explore opportunities to apply
the label also for other entities
incl. businesses, national
governments and institutions

The overall goal by the end of 2016, is to

This tool will

To evaluate, monitor and assess

establish a reasonable and applicable

1. provide a common framework for

achievements by local governments

set of criteria with related indicators that

assessing 100% RE actions in cities

measure and assess the status and

and regions;

progress of a sustainable transition to

2. profile local government achievements

100% Renewable Energy by local

and initiatives on 100% RE; and

governments in all parts of the world.

3. contribute to the development

Ultimately, the aim is to create the first
100% RE label that follows sustainability

and dissemination of common tools

principles for local government action,

and methods that support local

and potentially for actions by other

governments in achieving sustainable

entities, including businesses, national

development.

governments, institutions, etc.

Panel (GPP) of international experts,
practitioners and local specialists has
been established, which will base its
work on the criteria and indicators
outlined in this discussion paper. The
GPP serves two main functions:
1. to research and report on progress
being made by the world‘s cities and
regions in achieving 100% renewable

With this, the Global 100% RE campaign

To that end, a global network of 100% RE

aims to address the lack of standards

regions and cities has been established

and guidance on what 100% RE means

to bring together local governments are

and how it can be achieved sustainably.

leading the sustainable transition

Furthermore, it attempts to connect

towards 100% RE and inspiring others
by their example. The criteria put forward
in this document will help measurement

network will serve as a platform for

been overlooked, to help improve the

policy dialogue and knowledge exchange

effectiveness of a defined strategy. The

specifically on 100% RE. Finally, it should

pioneering group of cities, municipalities,

serve to inspire learning regions and

and regions first to use this framework

cities to envision how their own energy

will be able to influence the shaping of

systems can be transformed in sustain-

the framework for applying the 100% RE

able and equitable ways. The criteria can

label.

therefore be regarded as guides for
local policy makers wanting to embark
on the sustainable pathway to 100% RE.
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particularities; and
2. to facilitate their progress by
local governments.

a transition to sustainable energy. This

or relevant focus areas that may have

social innovations, as well as local

providing information and advice to

are unfavourable to embarking on

this network. They also identifylocal gaps

current state of technological and

local governments often see themselves
climate, legal, and economic conditions

by local governments that engage in

energy, taking into account the

scattered local RE initiatives. Pioneering
alone in their context where the political

and assessment of the actions undertaken

Setting the stage for 100% RE: An international dialogue
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Local Governments for 100% RE: Global Definition and Criteria
More and more communities, regions, and cities across the world are celebrating their recent transition
to 100% renewable energy (RE) in energy supply. The crucial question remains: what does 100% RE actually
mean? What are indicators for a sustainable transformation towards 100% RE?
To answer this question, partners of the Global 100% RE campaign started to develop a first set of criteria.
The goal of Global 100%RE is to strengthen dialogue about 100% RE, build capacity and educate policy
makers about the opportunities, case studies and stories that are happening all over the world.
The set of criteria helps to amplify and profile local governments` initiative (local and regional
authorities such as: municipalities, districts, prefectures, departments, cities) to achieve 100% RE targets to
measure their overall performance globally. It builds the basis for a Global 100% RE Network, consisting
of local governments that meet these indicators.

Overview on Criteria
Criterion 1 – Implementation status and outcomes
Criterion 2 – 100% RE target
Criterion 3 – Planning & Orientation
Criterion 4 – Institutionalisation
Criterion 5 – Local stakeholders’ engagement
Criterion 6 – Renewable energy technologies in use
Criterion 7 – Buildings
Criterion 8 – Mobility and Transport
Criterion 9 – Energy efficiency in utility-scale generation
Criterion 10 – Knowledge generation
Criterion 11 – Public Engagement
Criterion 12 – Participation in Networks
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A. General Details
Continent:

Country:

Local government:

Links for more info:

Contact person and contact details:

Surface area (km2):

Number of inhabitants:

Economic activities in the jurisdiction (equivalent to GDP, if data is available):

B. Overall Self-Evaluation: Development Phase towards 100%RE
Please indicate, which of the outlined development phases describe most appropriately your local government’s
RE situation compared to the common phase of development of other local governments in your country (national
standard) and in other countries (international standard). Note, please take into account both technological as
well as social and political aspects of this development phase.

a) national Comparison
Self-assessment: (select one)

b) International Comparison
Self-assessment: (select one)

no activities yet

no activities yet

beginner

beginner

not meeting the national standard yet

not meeting the international standard yet

representative of the national standard

representative of the international standard

slightly better than the standard

slightly better than the international standard

far better than the national standard

far better than the international standard

absolute front-runner

absolute front-runner
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C. Level of Achievement
| Criterion 1 – Implementation status and outcomes
What is the current status of 100% RE target implementation?
Please provide quantitative information regarding the status of RE implementation in terms of territorial final
consumption/production.
Total territorial final energy consumption per annum (kWh):

Share of renewable energy in the total energy consumptions (kWh):

Share of renewable energy in the electricity production per annum (kWh):

Share of renewable energy in the heating/cooling production per annum (kWh):

Share of renewable energy in the transport sector per annum (kWh):

What is the socio-economic value created through the transition towards 100% RE in the region?
Please select all applicable responses.
Local jobs were created (specify number and what kind of jobs):

The local government benefits from additional income through RE (e.g. tax, revenues, subsidies etc.,
please specify):

The local government saves money by avoiding energy imports (please specify how much annually):

Citizens benefit from lower energy prices (please specify the scale of this):

Local industry benefits from lower energy prices (please specify the scale of this):

Increased access to affordable energy for vulnerable groups in the society (please specify the scale of this):
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D. Target-Setting
| Criterion 2 – 100% RE target
What is the timeline for the 100% RE target?
Please select one.
2020
2030
2050
Depending on the sector (please specify):
none of the above (please specify):
don’t know
Sectors covered by the target…
Please select all applicable responses.
electricity
heating & cooling
transport
industry
other (please specify):
What does the 100% RE target include?
Please select all applicable responses.
It is a community-wide target
It includes the total energy purchase of the local government
It includes all municipal facilities/operations
Other (please specify):
What are the characteristics of the 100% RE target?
Please select all applicable responses.
The target is…
not yet existing
an unfunded declaration without a strategy/ roadmap
time-bound
measurable
politically legimized
based on broad political consensus.
binding
non-binding
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E. Enabling Framework
| Criterion 3 – Planning & Orientation
Do you have a strategic cooperation with surrounding areas (import/ export of RE)?
Please select one.
no
no, but the local government is planning this
yes; the local government is an annual average net importer of RE from surrounding areas
yes; the local government is an annual average net exporter of RE to surrounding areas
don’t know
What are the characteristics of the strategy towards the 100% RE target?
Please select all applicable responses.
The strategy is based upon…
no strategy in place
an analysis of energy production/energy mix
an analysis of energy demand
an analysis of RE potentials
an analysis of energy saving potentials
an analysis of relevant actors and their interests/competences
an analysis of existing infrastructure (grids, storages, building stock etc.)
a calculations of profitability
an energy action plan containing specific steps and measures.
regular evaluation and monitoring

| Criterion 4 – Institutionalisation
What is the Local Government’s commitment and action towards the 100%RE target?
Please select all applicable responses.
no notable commitment yet
human resources are dedicated
financial resources are dedicated
acquisition of subsidies
planning, initialization, and implementation of measures and projects
coordination and bundling of activities (e.g. climate protection manager or public energy agency)
public engagement measures regarding 100 RE are planned or implemented (webpage, cooperation with
local media, magazines)
working groups are planned or established
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| Criterion 5 – Local stakeholders’ engagement
Which actors contribute actively towards achieving the 100% RE target?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
civil society (e.g. NGOs, associations)
citizens
utility companies
craftsmen
banks
agriculture and forestry
local economy (e.g. SMEs, , cooperatives)
industries
research institutes
public authorities
external investors (please specify, where they are from):
other, such as:

| Criterion 6 – Renewable energy technologies in use
Which RE technologies are being used?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
volatile RE technologies: PV, wind
controllable RE technologies: bioenergy, hydro
RE technologies coupled with district heat/cooling (e.g. geothermal energy)
energy storage technologies
power-to-heat/ power-to-gas
local grids
other (please specify):
I don`t know
Which RE sources are being used?
Please select all applicable responses.
solar
wind
hydro
biomass
geothermal
other (please specify):
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| Criterion 7 – Buildings
Which measures are being run in the building sector?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
energy consultancy and training (for private households and/or businesses)
restoration of old buildings
high efficiency standard for new buildings
energy management systems, smart metering
incentives to energy-efficient appliances/lighting/ energy systems (e.g. ventilation, heating, cooling, district
energy)
other (please specify):

| Criterion 8 – Mobility and Transport
Which activities significantly pave the way to greening the transport sector?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
car sharing pools
clean fueled vehicles (e.g. bio fueled cars)
Electrified transport system (electric vehicles)
Transit oriented development coupled with high quality public transport service
dense system of public transport
free car zones
dense system of bike routes
other (please specify):

| Criterion 9 – Energy efficiency in utility-scale generation
Which measures actively support the improvement of energy efficiency and energy savings as part of
the overall strategy towards the 100%RE target?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
cogeneration
use of industrial waste heat
sharing concepts (e.g. repair cafés, swap meet tables)
culture of energy saving behavior
district heating and/or cooling
other (please specify):
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| Criterion 10 – Knowledge generation
Which measures contribute actively to generate further knowledge on RE development in your
jurisdiction?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
demonstration projects
pilot projects
research partnerships
training centers and/or educational programs
evaluation and monitoring instruments / surveys
other (please specify):

| Criterion 11 – Public Engagement
What is the scope of public engagement activities to support the 100% RE strategy and target?
Please select all applicable responses.
none
regular public events hosted or supported by the local government
presentation on fairs and exhibitions
guided tours , communication of achievements
Outreach to specific target groups in the jurisdiction (e.g. children, craftsmen, professionals)
opportunities for citizens to participate actively
Communication of the target and its related strategy online (e.g. on the jurisdiction`s website, social media etc.)
external marketing (e.g. territorial branding)
Online networking platform
Enabling citizens to invest and have a say in RE projects
Consulting services
competitions and awards
other (please specify):

| Criterion 12 – Participation in Networks
Which networks or cooperation has the Local Government joined and supported actively at which level?
Please select all applicable responses and state the most significant memberships / awards / competitions / clubs
you are participating in.
none
regional:
national:
international:
don’t know
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F. Please provide a brief description of the case study (200-400 words) and outline
what is unique about it; you may also include information on what was the motivation for setting the target, who was involved in the process and what enabled the
success.
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